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Exact periodic solutions of the Leggett equations for 3He B are found and compared with existing asymptotic solutions.
The periodic motions of the magnetization are of eter can be represented as rotations of the coordinates
particular interest for investigating magnetic sub- (~,i~,~)with respect to the fixed frame of reference
stances by means of magnetic resonance. In the super- (x, y, z) and can be parametrized by the Euler angles
fluid phases of 3He the motion of the magnetization a, j3, ‘y: R(a, 13, y) = Rz(a)Ry(13)Rz(y), where R~(a)
is governed by the Leggett equations [1]. The periodic is a rotation around the z axis through an angle a.
solutions of the Leggett equations in the limit of The dipole energy can be expressed by a, 13, y as fol-
strong magnetic fields ~- ~2(where ‘-CL is the lows:
Larmor frequency and ~2is the frequency of the lon-
gitudinal oscillations) were found by Brinkman and u = f~(~2/wL)(~+ cos 0)2
Smith [2] (cf. also ref. [3]). These solutions represent = j~g(&22/w~)[cos13— ~ + (1 + cos 13)cos ~]2 , (1)
the stationary precession of the magnetization. In the
case of zero magnetic field (WL = 0) the Leggett where ~ = a + 7. The equations of motion in terms of
equations for the B phase were solved analytically Euler angles were formulated by Maki [8]. Here, we
[4,5]. In particular, a solution corresponding to pe- introduce as independent variables (together with a,
riodic motion of the magnetization as well as of the 13,y) the ~-projectionof the spin, S~,the hamiltonian
order parameter — the so called “wall-pinned mode” conjugate to 13, S~,and P = S~— S~.Normalization of
(WPM) — was found. In a recent paper, Novikov [6] spin is chosen so that it is measured in ~ and in the
has shown that the Leggett equations for the B phase equilibrium SI = WL. We also include relaxation. We
must have periodic solutions at arbitrary strength of then have the following system of equations:
the magnetic field. In the present paper we construct S = —(~U/~~)~, (2)
these solutions explicitly.
In order to account for relaxation processes we + — sin ~ ( P ÷s
start with the Leggett—Takagi equations in the hydro- ~ (1 + cos 13)2 ‘~1 cos j3 ~
dynamic limit [7]. It will be convenient to express
them in terms of Euler angles. The order parameter in I cos 13 \ auXIS ——~ Pj+—wthe B phase is the rotation matrix R(6,n), 0 being 1 — cos 13 / ô13
the angle of rotation and n the direction of the rota-
tion axis. In the course of motion R remains to be the g ~U sin 0 [Pcosj3—(l —cos13)S 1’ (3)
rotation matrix; so all the motions of the order param- 2 a(cos 0) sin 13
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p=~K[au/a(cosO)]{(l +cos 0) (14)
X [P+ (1 — cos I3)S~.}— sin 0 sin j3 S~} (4) In the limit of strong fields (a —WL) one recovers
~ + = (sin2 j3)—’ [P + (1 — cos I3)S~] from (14) the known formula for the shift of the
+ ~K [aU/a(cosO)]sin ~ (5) transverse NMR frequency [2,3]. In zero field (WL
= 0) eq. (14) coincides with the ringing frequency of
= S
13 +~K sin j3 (1 + cos cb)aU/a(cos 0) , (6) the WPM [9]. In the intermediate region it gives the
exact expression for the angular velocity of periodic
0 = —WL + (1 + cos 13)
1(P + 2S~) motion as a functi n of the angle 13, defined by the
+ tc sin 0 au/8(cos 0) (7) initial conditions.
It is interesting to perturb the stationary solutions
It is essential that the dipole energy Udoes not de- and to find the frequencies of the resulting small os-
pend on a. So one can look for solutions where only cillations. The full analysis is lengthy and will be pub-
a changes with time. Therefore,we set S~.= =P lished separately together with a more complete ac-
= = 0 = 0. From eq. (2) one obtains then count of the analytical results [10]. Here,we will
only make use of the system (2)—(7) to correct for(1 + cos i3) sin 0 au/a(cos 0) = 0 . (8) an earlier error [11] in the calculation of the damping
cos 13 = —1 is a singular point geometrically, so we con- of the small oscillations having a characteristic fre-
sider only the cases (i) aU/a(cos 0) = 0 or (ii) sin 0 = 0. quency of the order of 2. linearizing (2)—(7) in the
In the case (i) one has vicinity of both solutions (i) and (ii) shows that the
auia~= — ~ sin 13(1 + cos o)aUIa(cos 0) = 0 frequency of this mode in the limit of strong fieldsand small K is given by
and therefore we find from eqs. (3), (6), (7): w = w(0)[1 — 1WII(O)K/2WL] , (15)
S
13 = 0, S~.= WL, P = WL(cos ~ 1), (9) ~th
and from eq. (5)we obtain & = —WL, so that this so- w(O) = ~l(~ + cos 13)1/2
lution represents a precession at Larmor frequency,
and it is essentially the solution of Brinkman and for solution (i) and cos 13> — ~, and with
Smith [2].
In the case (ii) we neglect relaxation terms (~= 0) w~(0) = 12 [ f~(1 + cos 13)(~+ cos 13)11/2
for a beginning. From eqs. (3), (6), (7) we have
(wL—S~)(S~—wLcosj
3)
(1 —cos13)2~LaU/a(cos13), (10) ~ I -
Li.i ~ lF~JIIIllIA
I.i.i ii H 111111 1(1111 R I
I~~HII~IIfl~ItIIIIiP=WL(l +cos/3)—2S~, (11) H II II IIH ItH II II II It II I!
11111!S13 = 0. (12) ; ~. -
Since sin 0 = 0 we have cos 0 = ±1. Further analysis ii I’
shows that only cos 0 = +1 gives a stable stationary
1 I
solution. Using the relation . -
1 +2cosocosf3+cosO+cos13cos0 — ________________
0 200 400
we obtain for cos 0 = 1 TIME I 21t/WL I
cos 0 = cos 13 . (13) Fig. 1. Oscillations of therotation angle U after a 13 = 1000
tipping pulse. The arrowindicates the endof the tipping
From eqs. (1), (5) and (10) we find the frequency of pulse. The frequencyand thedamping aregivenby eq. (15).
the periodic motion Parameters: ~L 3.3 x 106 Hz, ~ = 8.6 x lO~Hz, = 0.83.
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I of the magnetization during the tipping process. Fig.
2 shows the time dependence of the tipping angle 13
120 / = arccos(S5/S) and of the rotation angle 0. One can
e see substantial deviations from the stationary solution
- — / in the region where = 0.
The results presented here make it possible to in-
80 terpret pulsed NMR experiments in
3He B not only in
C.,, high or zero magnetic field but also in the intermediate
uJ
w region as well.
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Fig. 2. Time dependence of the tipping angle 13 and the rota- References
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